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Focused attention in three-dimensional space

GEORGE J. ANDERSEN
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Illinois

The size offocused attention was assessed within a three-dimensional display. Subjectsviewed
random-dot stereogram displays in which they responded differentially to vertical and horizon-
tal bars. Adjacent noise elements either were identical to the response target or specified the
opposite response. The position of the noise elements was variedin depth according tobinocular
disparity. Interference by incompatible noise elements decreased with depth separationbetween
the noise elements and responsetarget. In addition, interferencewas greater for noise elements
that were more distant from the observer than from the response target than it was for noise
elements that were closer to the observer than to the response target. The implications of these
results for a viewer-centered representation of focused attention in depth are discussed.

An important property of visual processing is the abil-
ity to allocate processing resources or attend to locations
in the visual field that might contain important informa-
tion. Considerable research has been conducted to deter-
mine the spatial limits of visual attention when subjects
are required to attend to information at a specified posi-
tion in the visual field. B. A. Eriksen and C. W. Eriksen
(1974) presented subjects with five simultaneous items in
visual displays. The subjects were required to respond to
the middle item of each display and to ignore the adja-
cent noise elements that were present. The response speci-
fied by the adjacent set of elements was either compati-
ble or incompatible with the response to the central target.
By varying the spatial separation of the noise elements
relative to the central target, the size of focused attention
could be measured. If the noise elements fell within the
focus of attention, reaction time (RT) would be greater
when they were incompatible with the response to the cen-
tral target than when they were compatible.

Using this paradigm, B. A. Eriksen and C. W. Erik-
sen (1974) found that the interfering effects of the incom-
patible noise elements decreased with greater spatial sepa-
rations between the target and noise elements up to 10.

In other studies containing similar paradigms, similar
limits have also been found (C. W. Eriksen & Hoffman,
1973; Hoffman & Nelson, 1981; Posner, Nissen, & Og-
den, 1978). (For a review of the research on spatial at-
tention, see Duncan, 1984,)

However, other studies have yielded evidence that the
spatial limits of attention are greater than the 10 limit.
LaBerge (1983) presented subjects with displays contain-
ing letters that sometimes formed words. Some subjects
were required to attend to single letters, whereas other
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subjects were required to attend toentire words. The size
ofthe focusof attention, as measured with a response tar-
get that varied in horizontal position, was larger for the
subjects who were required to attend to words. LaBerge
proposed that attention operated like a spotlight in the
visual field. Items falling within the beam of this spot-
light received processing priority over items not falling
within the “beam” of attention.

More recently, the spotlight theory was modified to in-
clude the possibility that the focus of attention might vary
much like the focus of a zoom lens (C. W. Eriksen &
St. James, 1986; C. W. Eriksen & Yeh, 1985). Accord-
ing to this view, the size and strength of perceptual
processing might vary in accordance with the available
information within the visual field. If necessary, atten-
tion could be distributed over the entire visual field, but
it would have limited strength in any given region, be-
cause processing capacity would be spread across the
visual field. On the other hand, the size of attention could
be reduced toa small area of the visual field, which would
permit the concentration of processing capacity on a small
region of the visual field.

Another variant of this approach is that the allocation
of processing priority might vary according to the posi-
tion of the items within the focus of attention (LaBerge
&Brown, 1986). According to this view, targets that fall
within the central regions of the spotlight would receive
the greatest priority for processing, whereas items that
are located farther away from this central position, but
still fall within the spotlight of attention, would receive
less priority for perceptual processing. Thus, the alloca-
tion of attention can be viewed as a gradient of process-
ing (LaBerge & Brown, 1989).

In general, research on the size of focused attention has
involved the investigation of processing limitations when
an item at a specific location is attended to in a two-
dimensional (2-D) display. No research has been designed
to investigate the size of focused attention within a three-
dimensional (3-D) scene. There have, however, been two
studies in which the movement of attention (shifting the
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focus of attention from one location to another location)
in a 3-D scene was investigated. Downing and Pinker
(1985) required subjects to attend to the central position
within an array of lights in a 3-D scene. The lights were
organized along different visual directions in two rows
located at different distances from the subject. A cue
presented at the central location indicated the visual direc-
tion in which a light might appear. Responses were slower
for targets positioned farther away than for closer targets.
In addition, the cost of attending to farther targets in-
creased with increased retinal eccentricity. They proposed
that the mental representation underlying visual attention
was similar to the 2½-Dsketch proposedby Man (1982;
Man & Nishahara, 1978), in which depth and visualan-
gle were important in the underlying representation.

Gawryszewski, Riggio, Rizzolatti, and Umiltâ (1987)
also investigated the movement of attention in depth. Sub-
jects were presented with a central stimulus that cued the
subject to a position along the same visual direction that
was either closer or farther away than the central stimu-
lus. A response target was then presented at eitherof these
two positions. On some of the trials, the central cue was
valid, but on other trials, the cue was invalid. Mean RTs
were greater for invalid cues than for valid cues, suggest-
ing that the subjects could not simultaneously attend to
targets positioned at different distances.

In another type of research involving the effects of depth
variations on attention, Nakayama and Silverman (1986)
investigated the usefulness of depth information as a dis-
criminating feature in a visual search task. The target to
be identified was embedded within a field of noise items
in a stereoscopic display. If the target was located at a
different depth plane than the noise items were, then the
search for the target proceeded inparallel. This occurred
for a variety of combinations of perceptual information
used to define the noise items.

Although the three studies discussed above examined
the role of depth information on attention switching
(Downing & Pinker, 1985; Gawryszewski et al., 1987)
and visual search (Nakayama & Silverman, 1986), they
did not assess the size of focused attention in 3-D space.
The purpose in the present study was to determine the
limitationsof focused attention within a 3-D display. Two
issues were considered important in determining the size
and strength of focused attention within a 3-D display.
First, the allocation of processing resources might vary
according to distance along the depth axis from the at-
tended position. More specifically, fewer processing
resources might be allocated to an item with increased
distance between the item and the attended position along
the depth axis. This is consistent with the view that atten-
tion is a gradient of processing capacity (see LaBerge &
Brown, 1989) and could be described metaphorically as
a limitation indepth of focus (the range of distances over
which objects are simultaneously in focus).

Second, the size and strength of focused attention may
depend on the type of underlying perceptual representa-

tion. Two types of representations (viewer-centered;
object-centered) have been proposed to be recoverable
from visual information (Marr & Nishihara, 1978). In a
viewer-centered representation, the distances of feature
points are described in relation to the viewer’s position.
If the allocation of processing resources occurs within a
viewer-centered representation, then near/far relations,
relative to the observer, should be important. This type
of representation can be considered an extension of the
spotlight metaphor of attention, in which the region of
attended space might be described by a solid visual angle
(i.e., a conical region) and would be consistent with the
2 ½-Dsketch stage in the model of vision proposed by
Man (1982). For this type of model, an asymmetry in
the allocation of resources should occur according to
near/far relations, because the area of focused attention
would be greater for far items than for near items. This
suggests that the interference of extraneous visual infor-
mation with the identification of a target might depend
on whether the interfering information is positionedeither
closer to or farther away from the observer than the
primary target.

In an object-centered representation, the distances of
feature points are described relative to each other or to
the object. In this type of representation, no information
is available that specifies the distance of the viewer rela-
tive to the object (Braunstein, 1988). Thus, information
regarding near/far relations is not preserved. This type
of representation is comparable to the 3-D model stage
of Man’s (1982) model. Although visual information lo-
cated at different distances from an attendedposition might
be allocated varying amounts of resources, there should
be no asymmetry basedon near/far relations, because the
distancesof elements relative to the viewer are not speci-
fied. Thus, the interference of extraneous visual infor-
mation with the identification of a target should be the
same, regardless of whether the interfering information
is positioned closer to or farther away from the observer
than the primary target.

The purpose in the present study was to determine the
size of focused attention within a 3-D representation and
to determine whether the representation was viewer-
centered or object-centered. Random-dot stereograms
were used to present depth information to the subjects.
There are several advantages to using this type of infor-
mation for depth. First, the items were embedded within
a field of noise. Thus, in order to detect the target, the
subjects needed to fuse the display. Second, the only depth
information present was binoculardisparity. Downing and
Pinker (1985) and Gawryszewski et al. (1987) presented
the targets within a real 3-D scene. Thus, it is unclear
what information might have been used to determine a
perception of depth. Also, with a real 3-D scene, the ob-
tained effects may have resulted from visual factors such
as shifts in accommodation or eye convergence rather than
attentional processing. The displays in the present study
were viewed through a stereoscopic prism viewer. This
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viewing method presents a collimated image (focused at
infinity) to the viewer and reduces the likelihood that sub-
jects would shift their accommodative focus.

The displays contained a central target and adjacent
noise elements that were compatible or incompatible with
the response to the central target. The noise elements were
positioned closer than, at the same distance as, or farther
away than the central target, depending on their dispar-
ity relative to the central target. IfRTs were greater for
trials that contained incompatible noise elements than for
those that contained compatible noise elements, and if the
degree of interference depended on whether the noise ele-
ments were farther away or nearer than the central tar-
get, then this would be consistent with a viewer-centered
representation. However, if the degree of interference for
near versus far noise elements decreased as disparity
difference increased, and if the decrease was symmetri-
cal (i.e., the same for near and far noise elements), then
this would be consistent with an object-centered represen-
tation.

EXPERiMENT 1

Each trial involved the following sequence of events:
First, the subject saw a random-dot stereogram that dis-
played a cross located in front of a background plane (see
Figure 1). Once the display was fused, the subject pressed
a key to initiate the trial. The fusion display was used to
ensure that the subject had the stereo image fused. It was
replaced with a random-dotprecue display that contained
either a solid rectangle or a solid circle. The precue dis-
play was used to ensure that the subject was attending to
the location where the response target would be presented.
If the precue was a rectangle, then the subject was to
respond to the central target present in the display that
inirnediately followed. If the precue was a circle, then the
subject was not to respond to the central target. The rect-
angle or circle display was replaced by a responsedisplay.

Fusion Display Precue Display Response Display

li-i

4 50 ms 50 ms

Time

Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the sequence of displays
presented on each trial. The interstimulus interval between displays
was 3 msec.
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Figure 2. The response display used in Experiment 1.

The random-dot response display consisted of a cen-
tral target, which determined which response was cor-
rect, and four adjacent noise elements (see Figure 2). The
four noise elements surrounding the central target were
either identical to the central target (for compatible noise
conditions) or of the opposite target type (and thus incom-
patible with the correct response to the central target).
The position of the noise elements as defined by dispar-
ity was closer than the central target (crossed disparity),
at the same distance as the central target, or farther away
than the central target (uncrossed disparity). Perceptually,
the response display appeared as a randomly textured fron-
tal parallel surface with a central target floating in front
of the background surface. The adjacent elements also ap-
peared to float in front of the background surface, with
the depth position of the elements changing across trials
according to the depth condition (disparity value) ex-
amined. Thus, for a crossed disparity trial, the noise ele-
ments appeared to be closer than the central target,
whereas for an uncrossed disparity trial, the noise ele-
ments appeared to be farther away than the central target.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 18 University of illinois undergradu-

ates who were paid for their participation. All subjects hadnormal
or corrected-to-normal vision. The subjects were tested on a Ran-
dot stereotest. This test measures minimal detectable disparity by
having subjects indicate which ofthree circles is closer for dispari-
ties ranging from 400” to 20” of arc. Data were excluded for two
subjects; one failed to respond correctly on the circles test with a
70” of arc disparity value, and the other failed to show any sensi-
tivity to binocular disparity information on the Randot test.

Design. Two independent variableswere examined: type of noise
element (compatible or incompatible), and the difference in dis-
parity betweenthe central target andnoise elements (—30’, —20’,
—10’, 0’, 10’, 20’, or 30’ of arc).

Stimuli. The displays were random-dot stereograms similar to
those used by Julesz (1971). The random-dot stereograms were
generated according to the following procedure: The background
field was generated by randomly positioning 2,166 solid rectan-
gles (0.32°x 0.25°)within the confines ofa square region (15.6°
x 12.5°). The same randomly textured background field was
presented to each of the subjects. To produce binocular disparity
betweenthe central targets and the background, the cross, precue,
and response target were shifted to the right in the left field and
to the left in the right field. Variations in the depth positions of
the noise elements were produced by shifting the positions of the
elements relative to the response target. Shifting the noise elements
in the nasal direction produced crossed disparity relative to the
response target; shifting the noise elements in the temporal direc-
tion produced uncrossed disparity relative to the response target.
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Three types of stereo displays were used on each trial: a fusion
lisplay, a precue display, and a response display. The fusion dis-
day consisted ofa cross positioned in front ofa randomly textured
ackground field. This display was used to ensure that the subject
tad fused the stereo display before continuing with the trial. The
limensions of the cross were 0.32° x 0.73°and 0.63° x 0.25°
or the vertical and horizontal bars that defined the cross. The dis-
)arity value of the cross was 40’of arc relative to the background
ield.

The precue display consisted of either a circle or a rectangle posi-
.ioned in front of the random background field. The dimensions
)f the rectangle were 0.63°X 0.73°.The radius of the circle was
).63°. The disparity value of the precue targets, as well as the sub-
;equent response target, was 40’ of arc relative to the background
[‘ield.

The response display consisted of a central target (a horizontal
r a vertical bar) surroundedby four noise elements. The noiseele-

rnents were all vertical bars or all horizontal bars. The dimensions
Df the vertical and horizontal bars were 0.32°x 0.73°and 0.63°
x 0.25°,respectively. The depths of the noise elements were —30’,
—20’, —10’, 0’, 10’, 20’, or 30’ of arc binocular disparity rela-
tive to the central stimulus. (Since disparity is measured relative
to the position in depth on which the eyes are converged, which
should be the position of the fusion, precue, and response targets
in this experiment, the crossedand uncrossed disparities ofthe noise
elements would be determined relative to the position of the cen-
tral targets. Thus, the disparities of the noise elements represent
values relative to the central target and not the background).

The four noise elements were presented (in the frontal parallel
plane) around the central target at 45°, 135°,215°,and305°po-
sitions. Thus, the noise elements were positioned at the corners of
a square region, with the central target positioned at the center of
the square (see Figure 2). The edge-to-edge separation (measured
as the minimal corner-to-corner separation) betweenthe noise ele-
ments and central target was 0.42°.Trials were either compatible
(the central target and noiseelements were identical) or incompati-
ble (the central target and noise elements were different). The po-
sition of the noise elements was shifted in equal increments in both
images to maintain a constant visual angle separation betweenthe
central target and noise elements.

The background random-dot field was the same for the fusion,
precue, and response displays. In addition, the fusion, precue, and
central target were always located at the same disparity value (40’
of arc) relative to the background and at the same vertical and
horizontal position. The durationof the precue display was 50 msec.
The duration ofthe response display was also 50 msec. The inter-
stimulus interval (ISI) between the displays was 3 msec. Thus, the
total duration of each trial was 103 msec, which was below the mini-
mum time required to initiate an eye vergence shift (Rashbass &
Westheimer, 1961; Westheimer & Mitchell, 1969).

Apparatus. The stimuli were displayed on a Princeton graphics
monochrome monitor under the control of an IBM PC AT. Sub-
jects viewed the stereograms through a Keystone stereoscope (Model
50). The eye-to-screen distance for viewing through the stereoscope
was 21.8 cm.

Procedure. The subjects were told to position their hands on the
keyboard as ifthey were typing, and topress the space bar on each
trial as soonas they hada clear percept of the cross. Once the space
bar was pressed, either a square or a circle appeared at the same
location as the cross. If they saw a circle, they were not to respond
to the target that followed. Ifthey saw a square, they were to respond
to the target that followed at the same location, pressing the J key
with the right hand if they saw a vertical bar, or the F key with
the left hand if they saw a horizontal bar. They were instructed to
respond as quickly as possible, but also to be as accurate as possi-
ble. The subjects were also told that they might see other items lo-

cated around the central target, but that they should ignore these
other elements.

The subjects were shown six blocks of the displays, with each
block containing eight replications of each display condition (7 dis-
parity levels x 2 noise types) and 16 catch trials (trials in which
the circle precued the target), for a total of 128 trials per block.
The 16 catch trials consisted of eight compatible and 8 incompati-
ble noise trials with the disparity equal to the response target. The
subjects were given a rest halfway through each block, and they
were also allowed to rest following the completion of each block.

Results and Discussion
There were no significant differences in RT between

vertical and horizontal shapes, either when they were
presented as response targets [t(15) = 1.12], or when they
were presented as noise elements [t( 15) = 0.98]. Addi-
tional analyses were therefore collapsed across this con-
dition (see Figure 3). The mean RT for each subject for
each condition was tabulated and analyzed in a two-way
(noise condition X disparity) analysis of variance
(ANOVA). The main effect for noise type was signifi-
cant [F(1,15) = 6.01, p < .05]. The mean RTs for the
compatible and incompatible noise conditions were 556
and 563 msec, respectively. The main effect for dispar-
ity difference [F(6,90) = 1] and the interaction between
the noise type and disparity value [F(6,90) = 1.32] were
not significant (p > .05). In order to reduce the degree
of variability in the data, the scores for each subject were
converted to standardized scores and analyzed in a sec-
ond ANOVA. The main effect for the noise type was again
significant [F(1,15) = 10.3, p < .01]. The interaction
between the noise type and the disparity value was also
significant [F(6,90) = 2.25, p < .05]. The main effect
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Figure 3. Interaction of the type of noise element with the dis-
parity value of the noise element. The zero disparity value indicates
that the response target and the noise element were located in the
same disparity plane.
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for the difference in disparity [F(6,90) = 1.661 was not
significant (p > .05).

According to these results, the incompatible noise con-
ditions, as compared with the compatible noise conditions,
resulted in greater interference with the correct response.
This result is consistent with results from other studies
in which 2-D displays were used (B. A. Eriksen & C. W.
Eriksen, 1974; C. W. Eriksen & Hoffman, 1973). As
indicated in Figure 3, the interfering effect of incom-
patible noise was greatest when the noise elements were
positioned farther away than the central target (the —20’
disparity value). At the extreme depth conditions, there
was an increase in RT for both compatible and incom-
patible noise elements. This is probably a result of the
disparity value of the noise elements relative to the cen-
tral target being close to the extreme limits of Panum’s
fusion area (Schumer & Julesz, 1984). When the noise
elements are positioned at these disparity values, the ap-
pearance of the elements might become diplopic (Duwaer,
1983). The present results indicate that noise elements at
extreme disparity values interfere with the response to the
central target, regardless of whether they are compatible
or incompatible with the central target.

Another method of analyzing the data is to determine
the differential interference of compatible and incompat-
ible noise. This is obtained by subtracting the RTs for the
compatible trials from the RTs for the incompatible trials.
The results of this type of analysis are shown in Figure 4.
A one-way ANOVA indicated that the effect of disparity
on differential interference was significant [F(6 ,90) =

2.73, p < .05]. Post hoc comparisons (Tukey’s HSD test)
indicated significant differences between the —20’ of arc
disparity and the 20’ and 30’ of arc disparities.

U

U
U

U

1)

U

Disparity (mm. of arc)

4 0

Table 1
Percentage of Error Rates for Trials Requiring a Response

Experiment — Experiment 2

Disparity Compatible Incompatible Compatible Incompatible

—30 2.8 3.1 2.8 3.5
—20 2.6 3.0 3.4 5.3
—10 2.6 3.4 2.4 3.4

0 2.5 2,5 3.0 3.6
10 2.3 2.6 3.1 5.2
20 3.0 2.6 2.6 4.6
30 3.0 2.6 3.1 3.2

Note—Values for disparity are given in minutes of arc.

The mean increase in RT for the incompatible noise
conditions at the position of greatest interference (the
—20’ disparity value) was 17 msec. When the noise ele-
ments were positioned at the same disparity value as the
central target, there was a lO-msec increase in RT for the
incompatible versus compatible noise. While this may not
seem like a large effect, these results are similar to find-
ings from other studies with2-D displays (B. A. Eriksen
& C. W. Eriksen, 1974), when the separation between
the central target and noise elements was 0.50.

An additional analysis indicated that the differential in-
terference of attention was greater for far (or uncrossed
disparity) noise elements (11 msec) than for near (or
crossed disparity) noise elements [— .4 msec; t( 15) =

2.15, p < .05]. This asymmetrical effect for near and
far distances supports the position that focused attention
to items present in a 3-D display occurs within a viewer-
centered representation.

The error rates for trials requiring a responsewere also
recorded (see Table 1) and analyzed in a two-way (noise
type X disparity value) ANOVA. The main effects for
noise type [F(1,15) < 1] and disparity value [F(6,90) <
11 and the interaction between noise type and disparity
value [F(6,90) < 1] were not significant. The mean per-
centages of errors for the compatible and incompatible
noise elements were 2.68 and 2.82, respectively. The er-
ror rates for catch trials (percentage of catch trials to which
a subject responded) also showed no significant differ-
ence between compatible and incompatible conditions
[3.12 vs. 3.03; t(15) = 1.55].

EXPERIMENT 2

In Experiment 1, the interfering effect of incompatible
noise elements was found to vary as a function of binocu-
lar disparity. An asymmetry in the pattern of interference
was found, indicating that elements that were positioned
farther away produced greater interference than did ele-
ments that were closer. In Experiment 2, the same

Near paradigm was used as in Experiment 1, except that the
separation in visual angle between the central target and
noise elements was decreased. This was accomplishedby
placing noise elements above and below the central tar-
get (see Figure 5). If focused attention occurs within a

Figure 4. The differential interference of attention as a function
of the disparity value of the noise elements.

- 0
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2 0
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limited area in the perceptual representation, then the ef-
fects of incompatible noise should be greater when the
disparity value is identical to the value for the central tar-
get. This result would be consistent with results from other
studies, in which the interfering effects of incompatible
noise were found to increase when the visual angle be-
tween the central target and noise elements was decreased
(B. A. Eriksen & C. W. Eriksen, 1974).

Although fewer noise elements were present in the
response display than in the displays used in Experi-
ment 1, the spatial separation between the noise elements
and central targetwas reduced relative to those conditions.
In previous studies, greater interference of noise elements
has been found when the elements were located within
10 of visual angle. Indeed, noise elements that were0.06°
from the central target resulted in increased reaction times
of up to 80 msec (B. A. Eriksen & C. W. Eriksen, 1974).
Therefore, it was expected that the decreased spacing be-
tween the central target and noise elements would result
in greater interference for incompatible noise conditions.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 10 University of fflinois undergradu-

ates who were paid for their participation in the study. All subjects
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. One subject was not run
in the study, because of failure to show sensitivity to binoculardis-
parity information on a Randot stereotest.

Design. Two independent variables were examined: type of noise
element (compatible or incompatible) and difference in disparity
between the central target and noise elements (—30’, —20’, —10’,
0’, 10’, 20’, or 30’ of arc).

Stimuli. The displays were similar to those used in Experiment 1,
with the following exception. Only two noise elements were
presented and were located above andbelow the central target. The
edge-to-edge separation between the noise elements and central target
was 0.13°.

Apparatus and Procedure. The apparatus and procedure were
the same as those used in Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion
Mean RT did not differ between vertical and horizon-

tal shapes, either when they were presented as response
targets [t(8) = 0.92] or when they were presented as noise
elements [t(8) = 1.13]. Additional analyses were there-
fore collapsed across this condition (see Figure 6). The
mean RT for each subject for each condition was tabu-
lated and analyzed in a two-way (noise type x disparity
value) ANOVA. The main effect for noise type was sig-
nificant[F(1,8) = S.84,p < .05]. The meanRTs for the
compatible and incompatible noise conditions were 554

and 564 msec, respectively. Thus, as in Experiment 1,
the incompatible noise conditions resulted in greater in-
terference with the correct response, as compared with
the compatible noise conditions. The main effect for the
difference in disparity [F(6,48) < 1] and the interaction
between noise type and disparity value [F(6,48) = 1.92]
were not significant (p > .05). In order to reduce the
degree of variability in the data, the scores for each sub-
ject were converted to standardized scores and analyzed
in a second ANOVA. The main effect for the noise type
was again significant [F(1,8) = 7.6l,p < .01]. The in-
teraction between the noise type and the disparity value
was also significant [F(6,48) = 2.74, p < .05]. The main
effect for the difference in disparity was not significant
[F(6,48) < 1].

A one-way ANOVA found that the effect of disparity
on differential interference was significant [F(6,48) =

3.08, p < .05]. Post hoc comparisons (Tukey’s HSD test)
indicated significant differences between the 0’ and the
20’ and 30’ of arc disparities. As indicated in Figure 6,
the interfering effect of incompatible noise was greatest
when the noise elements were at the same disparity value
(and thus the same depth plane) as the central target. In-
deed, the mean increase in RT was 21 msec, which is
similar to the 28-msec result obtained by extrapolating
between the 0.06°and0.5°conditions of B. A. Eriksen
and C. W. Eriksen (1974; see their Figure 1).

An additional analysis compared the effects of far (un-
crossed disparity) and near (crossed disparity) positions
of the noise elements on the differential interference of
attention. Incompatible noise elements that were posi-
tioned farther away from the central target produced
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Figure 6. Interaction of the type of noise element with the dis-
parity value of the noiseelement, The zero disparity value indicates
that the response target and the noise element were located at the
same depth plane.

Figure 5. The response display used in Experiment 2.
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Figure 7. The differential interference of attention as a function
of the disparity value of the noise elements.
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ments than of near elements) is consistent with the con-
cept that the allocation of processing resources from 3-D
information is based on a viewer-centered representation.
There are several reasons why this should be the case.
First, it seems unlikely that our capacity for attending to
relevant information within a scene would be independent
of information regarding its position relative to the viewer.
Second, research from several different domains has
provided evidence that our perceived visual representa-
tion involves viewer-centered information. Research in
visual imagery (Roth & Kossyln, 1988) and memory recall
(Jolicoeur& Kosslyn, 1983) has yielded evidence that our
internal visual representation can be viewer-centered in
nature. In addition, recent evidence in perceptual studies
(Braunstein, Tittle, & Myers, 1988) suggests that we
recover a viewer-centered representation even when we
are provided only with object-centered information.

The present results are also consistent with the concept
Near that attention operates as a spotlight within the visual field.

According to this view, attention consists of the alloca-
tion of resources to a specific location in space. The
present results extend the spotlight analogy to a 3-D
representation of the world, and suggest that the focus
of attention may be described as a solid visual angle
originating from the viewer’s position in the representa-
tion with asymmetrical depth of focus (see Figure 8). Far
noise elements (i.e., those positioned at a greater distance
than the central focus of attention) may lie in the beam
of attention, because the size of focused attention varied
with distance. This would provide a partial explanation
of the asymmetrical effects of incompatible noise as a
function of the level of crossed versus uncrossed dispar-
ity. However, this cannot by itself explain the asymmetri-
cal interference, because noise elements in both experi-
ments were positioned at a constant visual angle. If
focused attention indepth were limited to a conical region,
then equal interference should havebeen found for several
depth positions around the position of the attendedtarget.

The results of the present experiments suggest that the
2-D size of attention varied with distance. An additional
issue that could account for the changing size of atten-
tion is that focused attention varied with distance much
as the depth of focus of a camera is asymmetrical along
the depth axis. According to this analogy, the depth of
focus (and thus the 2-D size of attention) was narrower
for near targets as compared with more distant targets.
If this metaphor is appropriate, then variations in the ab-
solute distance of the response target should result in
changes in the size of focused attention, much as the depth
of focus varies according to the distance between a camera
and the object in focus. The effect of variations in abso-
lute distance between the observer and an attended ob-
ject on the size of focused attention in 3-D space would
be an important issue to address in future research.

There are two alternative explanations that could ac-
count for the asymmetrical effect of interference produced
by noise elements located at near and far depth positions.
The first possibility is that noise elements positioned far-

greater interference [t(8) = 2.35, p < .05] (see Figure 7).
The mean interferences for near and far positions were
4 and 12 msec, respectively. The asymmetrical effect
for near and far positions provides further evidence that
focused attention from 3-D displays occurred within a
viewer-centered representation.

The error rates for trials requiringa response were also
recorded (see Table 1) and analyzed in a two-way (noise
type x disparity value) ANOVA. The main effects for
noise type [F(1,8) = 3.5] and disparity value [F(6,48)
= 1.43] and the interaction between noise type and dis-
parity value [F(6,48) < 1] were not significant. The mean
percentage of errors for the compatible and incompatible
noise elements were 3.31 and 4.11, respectively. Signifi-
cantly more catch trial errors occurred for compatible than
for incompatible conditions [3.72 vs. 1.54; t(8) = 2.96,
p < .011.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present results support the hypothesis that focused
attention is restricted to a limited region in 3-D space.
According to the results from Experiments 1 and 2, the
effects of incompatible noise elements varied with in-
creased distance in 3-D from the central target. The no-
tion of a gradient of attention or processing resources
across visual space is consistent with this result, as well
as with the results from other studies in which focused
attention in 2-D space has been investigated. The primary
difference in the present study is that the gradient was
surrounding a position along the line of sight as a func-
tion of distance defined by binocular disparity.

The asymmetrical effectof incompatible noise elements
as a function of distance (i.e., greater effect of far ele-

0
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Horizontal Axis

ther away may have been perceived as larger than noise
elements positioned at closer distances. This could have
occurredbecause the visual angle of the elements was con-
stunt but the position in depth was varied. Larger noise
elements havebeen shown to influence same versus differ-
ent RTs (Watson, 1981) and to produce greater interfer-
ence than smaller elements do in a response compatibil-
ity paradigm (C. W. Eriksen & Schultz, 1979). A second
possibility is that the noise elements positioned farther
away were perceived as closer to the target than nearer
noise elements were, because of the compression of per-
ceived visual space along the depth axis (Indow, 1982).
According to this hypothesis, greater interference would
have been produced because the farther noise elements
appeared closer to the response target. An important topic
for future research would be to determine the role of per-
ceived size and the compression of visual space on the
interfering effects of noise elements that vary in depth.

The present results contrast with results of previous
research on attention in 3-D space. Downing and Pinker
(1985) found that the cost of attention increased for more
eccentric regions in the visual field. When subjects were
required to detect targets within a small area of the cen-
tral field (less than 2°),there was little cost in detecting
targets at different depth planes. The present results in-
dicate that the interfering effects of attending to incom-
patible noise can be considerable. Indeed, in Experi-
ment 1, the interference was 17 msec for noise elements
that had a —20’ of arc disparity difference relative to the
central target. The visual angle separation between the
central stimulus and noise elements was approximately
1°.Of course there are several differences between the
present study and that of Downing and Pinker. Their sub-
jects had a variety of cues available for determining dis-
tance (accommodation, linear perspective, and texture),
whereas the only cue in the present study was binocular
disparity. In addition, Downing and Pinker were con-

Depth Axis

cerned with the effects of depth on responses to targets
up to 16°from the point of fixation, whereas in the present
study, responses were made to targets located at the point
of fixation.

The effects of variations in the position of noise ele-
ments along the depth axis on focused attention havebeen
considered in the present study. In previous research, the
effects of variations in the horizontal and vertical posi-
tion of noise elements have been considered. In order to
derive a more complete measure of the region of focused
attention in the 3-D representation, future research is
needed, in which the vertical and horizontal separations,
together with the depth separation, can be varied between
the noise elements and the central target. This would al-
low a mathematical calculation of an isocontour map of
interference relative to the attended position in 3-D space.
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